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Position Paper for Disarmament and National Security Committee
The issues before the Disarmament and National Security Committee are: managing the buying
and selling of small arms and preventing a dangerous arms race in space. Italy is devoted to
keeping the spread of arms in check by imposing numerous regulations and keeping space free
from conflict by keeping it secure and safe.
1. Regulating the Spread of Small Arms
Italy is a larger country with diverse cultures, economics, and politics. It has the fifth
highest population density in Europe meaning about 200 persons per square kilometer. In
having a larger population, it is important to keep citizens safe, especially from weapons.
Italy highly supports the action of having regulations in order to obtain a firearm. The
point is represented with Italy’s citizens not having the fundamental right to bear arms
and tough laws being implemented to regulate ownership and use of guns, setting a
principle for other states to follow.
The recognition of the importance of keeping firearms in check was represented when
Italy signed and ratified The Arms Trade Treaty, promoting responsibility in their
country and around the world. When signing the treaty they acknowledged the severity of
the illicit arms trade and how one of the requirements of the treaty is that states need to
“establish and maintain a national control system, including a national control list” and
“designate competent national authorities in order to have an effective and transparent
national control system regulating the transfer of conventional arms”.
Italy has consistently taken measures to help regulate the spread of arms in their own
country and throughout the world. With Italy being part of the European Union, they are
bound to the provisions of the EU firearms directive which led to the 2007 Legislative
Resolution on Control of the Acquisition and Possession of Weapons of the European
Parliament. Because of the nature of modern conflict it is important for the international

community to understand the effectiveness of taking extensive measures to regulate the
spread of arms. The Italian Regulation would like to bring the importance of gun laws to
the attention of the International Community. Many of Italy’s gun laws and requirements
to own a gun have been crucial to the safety of citizens in this country. From 2000 to
2017 there was a 41.38% decrease in the number of deaths due to guns. Italy calls upon
the international community to consider the strong evidence that gun laws are successful
and to adopt these policies in order to curb the numerous deaths that are caused from gun
violence world wide. Likewise, if the DISEC wishes to promote lasting peace and
progress to nations, the council must also lend its assistance to help close loopholes and
to save innocent lives. Italy firmly believes that loose gun laws are the cause of increased
gun violence and deaths. The international community must take this into consideration
in order for their own countries to thrive and for the rest of the world to survive.
II. Preventing an arms race in outer space
Italy strongly believes in keeping outer space a peaceful and conflict free area. If space is
dominated it could technically harm the earth and affect millions of people. Because it is
important to keep space peaceful, the government of Italy and the Italian Space Agency
has signed cooperation agreements with the United Nations Office for Outer Space affairs
which helps countries understand the fundamentals of space laws. With these signatures
and Italy's statement which is, “Italy remains fully committed to preventing an arms race
in outer space and to preventing it from becoming an area of conflict as essential
conditions to strengthen strategic stability", Italy's stance is clear.
While it is clear why space needs to remain a neural zone, it is also important to
recognize the new technological advancements happening for space and which countries
are occupying these. Currently, it is developed countries like the United States, China,
and France that have access to satellites and space stations in outer space. The first step in
preventing an arms race in outer space is to ̈contribute actively to the peaceful use of
outer space, and refrain from actions contrary to that objective." The United Nations
Office of Outer Space Affairs and the Outer Space Treaty have made sure that states have
cooperated peacefully in space. It seems that the only way to prevent an arms race is for
different countries to trust each other, when that is not the case on earth. It is important to
recognize the modern conflicts and how space exploration should have more regulations
put in place. Space affects our planet and what certain countries put into space should be
more closely regulated by the DISEC committee. The DISEC committee must ensure
what classifies as weapons regarding space and if it affects earth negatively, it should be
denied from entering into space. This program must work with state space programs in
order to ensure the objects being put into space are safe, and that other countries are
working peacefully and progressively. This will allow for the United Nations to be able

to support the peaceful advancement of space exploration with DISEC implanting these
regulations for states and contribute to the safety of millions of people worldwide.

Delegation: Australia
Represented By: Lakewood High School
Topic A: Regulating the Spread of Small Arms
The modernization of production and distribution of Small Arms has drastically increased over
the last few decades. Nations have attempted to make strides towards controlling the spread of
ownership of said arms. Regulations of small arms decrease the chances for groups relating to
terrorism or–in select cases–extremism to have possession or have the ability to sell small arms
within the nation’s borders. With regards to the increasing numbers of small arms in varying
nations, the United Nations have attempted to set limits or regulations in order to inspire a
decline of possession.
The government of Australia defines a small arm as follows: Any firearm with a caliber of .50 or
less. Trade is regulated through solely government-sanctioned channels. In 1907, Australia
became a signatory for the Hague Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on
Land. Furthermore, Australia has also adopted the 2001 Programme of Action to Prevent,
Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects
(PoA) as well as the International Tracing Instrument (ITI) in 2005. These UN resolutions are
significant in their impact on both national and global scales. Australia has long been a supporter
of preventing the production of illicit arms. This is a critical step in any program that aims to
regulate the small arms trade. Additionally, Australian domestic gun policy has seen significant
success in reducing and preventing gun violence within the nations. It would be advantageous for
other nations to consider adopting legislation that is more stringent on the prohibition of certain
types of firearms for civilians. The limitation of the number of small arms within a civilian
market also limits the number of illicit small arms and therefore reduces the prevalence of all
crimes and violence related to small arms.
Australia hopes to see in any resolution that addresses both the internal small arms trades of
nations as well as international small arms trade a res[pect to national sovereignty. The nation of
Australia recognized the vast differences in nations’ legal structures and constitutionality of the
regulation of firearms. Australia thoroughly believes that the regulation of small arms in regards
to non-state actors should be heavily stringent to ensure the prevention of terrorism and terroist
related actvoties. Additionally, Australia believes it best to defer any discourse on small arms
trade regulations to a future United Nations Conference on the Illicit Trade of Small Arms.

Topic B: Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
The past several decades have seen a rapid advancement in technology, electronic equipment,
and space-related activities by both state actors and private entities. This expansion of advanced
space-faring technology has presented new threats to the peace and safety of all participants of
the global community. While members of the United Nations have made great efforts to ensure
the prevention of violence and military activities in outer space, as seen in both the 1967 Outer
Space Treaty as well as the 1979 Moon Treaty, a universal understanding of what weapons are
regulated and their concise definitions has yet to be achieved by any major international treaty.
While Australia does not have a fully autonomous and independent space fairing capabilities, we
have been involved in many important international treaties regarding space exploration and the
non-proliferation of other weapons in other space. As one of the strongest supporters of the 1697
Outer Space Treaty, Australia has also acted in accordance with the Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons to call for a ban on nuclear weapons in outer space and their
placement of celestial bodies including the moon. Additionally, Asutra;ia has been recognized as
a member by accession of the 1997 Moon Treaty which further calls for a ban on all
conventional weapons in outer space. Australia believes that outer space is to be shared among
all nations equally in a peaceful and purely non-aggressive manner. No military purposes should
have a place in the future of space faring ventures. Australia is also a signatory of the Artetimites
Accord which has laid important fun rational principles for the peaceful civil exploration and use
of celestial bodies within Earth’s orbit. The Australian history of international cooperation and
diplomacy in regards to space faring actions is intercal to the understanding necessary to
formulate effective resolutions
Australia seeks to develop a resolution in collaboration with other space-faring nations in regards
to the prevention of outer space warfare and the non-proliferation of conventional weapons in
Earth's orbit or upon celestial bodies. Things to be considered in committee should include the
expansion of the United Nations 1967 Outer Space Treaty to incorporate a ban on all
conventional weapons, EMP devices, and ASAT weapons in addition to stipulations regarding
nuclear weapons in Earth’s orbit and all celestial bodies. Additionally, Australia hopes to see a
collaboration regarding the issue of an identification system for all state owned, launched, and
operated satellites within Earth’s orbit and the orbit of all other celestial bodies that registers
them to a UN database detailing their intended purpose, nation ownership, launch and
operational date. Additionally, the establishment of a subcommittee or office within UNOOSA
with the purpose of certifying and inspecting satellites should be considered. It should be with
the utmost sensitivity and due diligence that members of this committee seek to find common
ground and maintain the relative cooperation that has followed since the United Nations
founding over 75 years ago.

Delegation from: The Federal Republic of Austria
Represented by: Lakewood High School
Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
The issues before the First Committee are: Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms; and
Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space. As a member of the United Nations since 1955, the
Federal Republic of Austria is dedicated to keeping peace, and recognizes the importance of
disarmament within that goal. The Federal Republic of Austria is deeply committed to finding a
solution that benefits everyone in this deeply important and contentious issue.
I. Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms
The flow of small and light arms, into countries plagued by internal division, has been an issue
for as long as small arms have existed. This issue reached its peak during the Cold War, when
both the United States and the USSR sold weapons to paramilitary groups in order to advance
certain interests. Hand in hand with this concerning and immoral practice came advancements in
weaponry, such as the AK-47, that made weapons easier to transport and operate. Both of these
issues contributed to an uptick in terrorism and crime across the globe that continues to this day.
These weapons also have contributed to several immeasurable acts of violence, such as the
Rwandan Genocide of 1994. The United Nations First Commission believes very strongly in
proper regulation and limitation with regards to small and light arms, and agrees that small and
light arms are an issue that will only get worse if not given immediate and decisive attention.
The Federal Republic of Austria understands that small and light arms kill more people every
year than other weapons. Due to this, Austria has become particularly involved in promoting
safety and security in stockpile management, ensuring that weapons are stored, transported, and
handled with the safety of the people in mind. The Austrian delegation to the Arms Control
Association was also awarded the 2017 Arms Control People of the Year for their work
promoting disarmament and arms control both domestically and worldwide. The Federal
Republic of Austria has many laws within their own borders that help regulate the flow of small
and light arms and keep them out of the wrong hands. These laws include but are not limited to
universal background checks, a required license to own firearms, and required registration of
firearms owned. The Republic of Austria is also part of several international committees
promoting small and light arm regulation worldwide, including the Arms Control Association.
Austria has, also, therefore, signed several treaties and conventions to further this goal, including
the UNPoA, the Arms Trade Treaty, and the United Nations Firearms Protocol.
During this sitting of the United Nations First Council, the Federal Republic of Austria would
like to see discussion of how small and light arms affect everyday life, and how restrictions of
these weapons can improve life for victims of domestic violence and other crimes that occur in
the home. The Delegation of Austria would also be open to discussing universal background

checks, and strongly advocates for such policies to be implemented in every UN member state,
as that would not only reduce the amount of violent crime across the globe, but also reduce the
amount of suicides exponentially.
II. Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
As countries continued to build and expand upon their weapons capabilities, it was almost
inevitable that nations would make attempts at diversifying their arms into the surrounding
cosmos. However, weaponization of space can be especially precarious due to the extent that
small and benign objects can be used to cause extensive damage to targets, from space rocks to
satellites. The UN General Assembly approaching the issue by the passage of the “Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies” (Outer Space Treaty), agreeing to prevent the
proliferation of arms in space. The committee later reaffirmed this agreement through the
Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space (PAROS) resolution. As recently as March of 2021,
nations have continued testing of militarily capable objects in space, often with the pretext of
creating defenses against the threat of Intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) and other
potential threats in the skies.
In 2011, the Austrian government passed the Outer Space Act, the purpose of which was to
mitigate space debris, greater funding for clearing space objects after missions, and a database
for tracking objects launched into outer space. In 2021 the Austrian representative in the UN
First Council called for a unilateral approach to international space law.
The Federal Republic of Austria recognizes potential issues with the continued proliferation of
arms by nations, especially those with the capabilities to send missiles across the world. Previous
efforts to approach this issue have not gone far enough to address the complexity of spacerelations. The Federal Republic of Austria believes that in order to keep space a place for all of
the international community, we must take actionable steps to prevent tensions from leaving the
atmosphere. By expanding the Austrian Outer Space Act, countries could pledge to divert funds
from weapons testing in space, to tracking cosmic debris, or other sustainability efforts in space.
During discussion of this topic, The Federal Republic of Austria would like to see discussion
about how nations could limit arms activity in space to solely defensive capabilities, and the
steps that can be taken to make space a safer place for all countries, not just those with great
military power.

Federative Republic of Brazil
Disarmament and International Security (DISEC)
Jefferson Area High School
Issues Presented Before the Disarmament and International Security (DISEC)

I.

Regulating the Spread of Small Arms

Small arms can be defined as anything from a small handgun to an explosive. It is any weapon that
is able to be transported by a single man with no help. With this in mind, it is necessary to take a
look into the history of small arms. The first small arm can be found when Chinese inventors
discovered the power of gunpowder around 700 A.D. From then on, gunpowder was developed
into guns, cannons, and other explosives. In recent years, modernity has taken its hold on small
arms and has continued to develop firearms of all kinds. The smallest small arm is the handgun,
coming in many different varieties. With proper care and a responsible holder, a small arm should
pose no threat. However, not everyone can be trusted with a small arm. This is where an issue is
drawn. We can see that today, there is an availability of small arms to almost everyone. Whether
it be legally obtained or sold to someone through the black market, it is relatively simple for
someone to obtain a small arm. Annually, about 10 - 14 billion small arms cartridges are
manufactured. 8 million small arms in itself are manufactured each year. However, there are
limited regulations on the spread of small arms, and this is where the issue begins.
In Brazil, the annual exports of small arms have increased in a 23 year period from
1997 - 2020. Now this is a great accomplishment from Brazil, leading to a booming market.
However, we see an increase in violence worldwide. In 2017, Brazil joined the Arms Trade Treaty,
agreeing on the issue of small arms. With this doctrine in place, Brazil still sees an increase in gun
violence. In Brazil, there is a mutual agreement that peace is the ultimate goal. With that, there is
a belief that civilians have a right to own firearms. The citizen must be 25 and register the gun in
order for it to be legally obtained. The citizen is also only permitted to acquire handguns and semi
automatics, as these guns pose the least threat. However, all guns are meant for killing. So,
concealed carrying or bringing the weapon in public is very hard to legally achieve. This way,
Brazil stays safe and remains an exporter of small arms.
Regretfully, the Arms Trade Treaty has done little work for the safety of countries and their
civilians. Today, the world is still plagued with terrorism and violence. So, Brazil proposes an indepth solution to this problem. Cracking down on illegal gun sales could help resolve this solution.
This plan would allow the UN to create and maintain a database similar to those seen in other
nations. This database would assign a different code to each gun, allowing it to be tracked. With

this, every gun manufactured must enter this database and receive its code. It must be clearly
printed on the gun itself. Once in this database, the UN may track its sale, who it is going to, where
it is going to, and allow the gun to be pulled from the market if need be. This database should also
be civilian accessible. Once the gun owner types their guns code into the database, that's where the
gun will ping next. If a nation were to adopt this policy, they should also agree on a minimum of
10 years prison time for the possession of an illegally obtained or owned gun. When this treaty
goes into effect, there should be a one year grace period where citizens must register their gun to
this database. This is plenty of time to allow citizens to register their legal firearms. As courtesy,
Brazil is open to discussing the thorough stipulations and other kinks in this solution, and recognize
that it may not be viable for every nation. However, the delegation of Brazil looks forward to
listening and opening up to any solutions that its fellow committee members may come up with,
and hope to find a reasonable resolution.
II. Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
With advancements in space travel throughout the globe since the 1950s, nations have come to the
point where even reaching Mars could be achievable within the next ten years. However, with
advances in technology and weapons as well as arms races and production, the likeliness of an
arms race in space could be devastating. Countries such as the United States and Russia have
shown their dedication since the 1950s and 1960s for superiority over space. From this, the Outer
Space Treaty of 1967 has been an attempt to keep spacecraft carrying nukes, as well as other
weapons of mass destruction from leaving the planet’s atmosphere. There was also a UN resolution
in 1981 with the The Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space. Despite these resolutions, an
arms race is still a high concern for Brazil as well as other nations, as it could put the world at
stake.
Since the beginning of the Space Race, the thought of nuclear weapons in space posed a threat to
nation security, as any weapons could be launched from space. As such, countries like Russia and
China are looked upon as the main countries to cultivate nuclear weapons in their satellites. The
Space Treaty of 1967 was written and signed in order to prevent this, as well as the PAROS Treaty
of 1981, which also prevents any arms races that may occur in the future if humanity were to
expand beyond the Earth.
The Brazilian Space Agency as of 2019 has a budget of around $46.702 million USD. The
delegation can usher that the budget is put towards surveillance that can aid in preventing any
weapons of mass destruction from leaving the Earth’s atmosphere. Alongside that, space traffic
regulations can be placed in order to limit the amount of satellites and other spacecraft that enter
space that could potentially be carrying an explosive payload.

Representatives of: China
School: Padua Franciscan High School
Position Paper for the General Assembly, First Committee (DISEC)
The topics presented before the General Assembly are: The Regulation of the Spread of Small
Arms and The Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space. This delegation is here to spread the
successful methods of small arms regulation that have proven time and time again to work. Our
space program’s 5-year plan is a model for peaceful expansion into space. This delegation hopes
that Western powers will not squander the ability we have to seize peace and prosperity here and
now.
I.

Regulating the Spread of Small Arms

China has been in support of strict gun regulation since 1966. The continued increase in gun
violence has placed the crackdown on dangerous weapons as a necessity for MUN. In China,
shootings have been caused mainly by weapons purchased through illegal underground markets.
These markets cannot be regulated and condemned due to their hidden nature. As such, their
prevalence indicates a need for better policing and investigation into such markets. With these
markets found and removed, gun violence rates would lessen. Illegal markets and their continued
popularity, especially in the age of information, have made gun violence a larger threat than it has
been in the past. Because of this, China is in full support of furthering regulation on small arms.
The ISACS guidelines that were laid out in 2013 and were later passed, listed the classifications
for small arms and how the inner workings of their ownership and sale shall be regulated. The
resolution furthered small arms regulation into the right direction; however, some nations did not
fully accept its guidelines. Illegal markets and dealers allow firearms to be sold without the proper
legal licensing and regulations. As such, firearms can easily be distributed to individuals with
violent intentions through these entities. Much stricter regulation and policing is needed to prevent
guns from being distributed to those with ill intentions. Despite its outdatedness, the 2015 ISACS
resolution provides a well-formed groundwork for the creation of this new resolution which will
act to combat gun violence and its continually evolved nuance.
In its modern history, China has combated the issue of gun violence with astounding success. Since
1996, both the possession and sale of all personal firearms have been banned unless given special
permission by the state. Special cases, in which guns would be allocated by the government for
individual possession, include some instances of hunting and cultural preservation. More
legislation has also been passed providing further specifications on the regulation of the use of
firearms. Such laws have created a licensing system as well as a system of detailed gun ownership
and distribution record keeping. Some believe that the restriction of firearms is in opposition to
one’s rights and also an ineffective practice. China has demonstrated that strict control of the
possession, distribution, and use of firearms by the central government can greatly work against
rates of gun violence. Although illegal markets do provide firearms to some with illicit intentions,
China is largely very safe in relation to gun crime.

The country of China seeks the creation of a strict online and physical regulation of small arms in
a manner similar to ISACS the gun control laws in outlines.
II.

Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space

With possible war in space drawing closer and closer it is our responsibility to prevent that. Antisatellite development chiefly led by Russia and the United States has threatened the wellbeing and
sovereignty of other countries across the globe. This delegation hopes to prevent further escalation
and show the rest of the world what a different future can look like.
As one of the leading countries in space age technology and with peace in mind, China is an
excellent example of what the future of humanity can look like. China’s latest 5-year plan outlines
the continued construction of the Tiangong space station and to land on the moon by 2024. China’s
purely scientific expansion into space proves that peace can be achieved.
We hope to bring other countries to our side in our quest for peace and hope the petty squabbles
of the Western powers does not prevent us from doing so. Russia and the United States have shown
time and time again how quickly tensions can escalate. As a third party, China hopes to prevent
further escalation of any kind regarding space age technology.
This delegation hopes to prove that China’s 5-year plan is a shining example of how to prevent an
arms race in space.

Delegation From: Republic of Congo
Represented by: Jefferson Area High School
Position Paper for the DISEC Council
The Issues presented in the General Assembly, Disarmament and International Security are:
Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms; Arms Race in Outer Space. The Republic of
the Congo is dedicated to creating a way of Regulating Small and Light Arms; as well as
being involved in an effective solution to prevent an Arms Race in Outer Space.
I. Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms

The issue before The Disarmament and International Security today is: Regulating the Flow
of Small and Light Arms. This has proven to be a difficult problem to conquer as it has
many layers to it. The world is suffering from the use of illegally obtained small arms in the
forms of terrorist organizations, or illegally formed militias. This problem has caused
millions of deaths throughout the world, and needs to see a speedy resolution
The Republic of the Congo believes that a simple solution to this problem is just to ban and
prohibit the ownership of small and light arms for personal use. The Republic of the Congo
has implemented this solution into its own country for the past 60 years. Since its
implementation of this prohibition of ownership in the late 1900s it has proven to make
regulating small arms relatively easy. In the Republic of the Congo the government
regulates the trade, use, and any involvement with small and light arms.
The Republic of the Congo encourages States to reinforce cross-border cooperation at the
national, sub regional and regional levels in addressing the common problem of the illicit
trade in small arms and light weapons in all its aspects, with full respect for each State’s
sovereignty over its own borders, as well as calling upon States to implement the
International Instrument to Enable States to Identify and Trace, in a Timely and Reliable
Manner, Illicit Small Arms and Light Weapons by, inter alia, including in their national
reports the name and contact information of the national points of contact and information
on national marking practices used to indicate country of manufacture and/or country of
import, as applicable.
II. Arms Race in Outer Space
The second issue before The Disarmament and International Security today is: Arms Race
in Outer Space This problem affects every country in this committee. The Republic of the
Congo is especially concerned with this topic as it poses a severe threat to smaller nations
not yet capable of achieving arms in outer space.

The Republic of the Congo fully stands behind the solutions brought upon by the latest
United Nations meeting. The Treaty, fully supported by the Republic of the Congo stipulates
that exploration and use of outer space shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interest
of all countries, and it shall be the province of mankind. Parties shall not place in orbit
around Earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass
destruction; not to install such weapons on celestial bodies, or station them in outer space
in any other manner; the Moon and other celestial bodies are to be used exclusively for
peaceful purposes; establishment of military bases, installations and fortifications, the
testing of any type of weapons, and the conduct of military maneuvers on celestial bodies
shall be forbidden.

Delegation from: Democratic People's Republic of Korea
Represented by: Rocky River High School
Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
The issues before the Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC) are:
Regulating the Spread of Small Arms and Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space. The
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, while having small arms present within its borders and
expanding its influence in outer space, understands the importance of regulating weaponry use.
We look forward to working towards a solution that promotes global safety and security and
favors the interest of other member nations.
I.
Regulating The Spread Of Small Arms
While the spread of any weapon or tool that can cause destruction can be problematic, the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea calls on the United Nations First Committee to regulate
the spread of small arms. Small arms can be defined as weapons that start from military status
and go down to civilian status, including but not limited to rifles, pistols, handguns, grenade
launchers, and so forth. When it comes to the concept of regulating, the number of firearms and
their origins must be examined. According to the Small Arms Survey, an associated program of
the Graduate Institute of International and Development, 1 billion firearms are in global
circulation and approximately 85% of those are in civilian hands. The current statistics show that
in almost every year since 1994, gun deaths have outnumbered deaths from combat or terrorism
on a worldwide scale. Other committees in the United Nations, including the Security Council,
have touched the topic and even passed resolutions, however, this is simply not enough given
that according to the UNODC, approximately 550,000 arms were seized across 81 countries in
2016 and 2017. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea believes that the committee should
touch upon the topic of illegally trafficked arms, given that the recorded data from various
organizations are only a partial number of the firearms potentially in illegal possession.
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea allows the use of guns by civilians within its
borders on certain occasions. The government of the sovereign nation of the DPRK firmly
believes that citizens should not have direct access to any sort of weaponry, regardless of shape,
size, or strength. However, it is widely accepted within our own country that citizens should have
the ability to go hunting at their own will, guns can be retrieved from the local constabulary
providing citizens meet the proper requirements and that they return their weaponry upon
completion of said hunting trip.
We believe that the committee should consider the following resolution: the DIRECT plan,
which stands for: DISARM, REGAIN, CONFIDENCE, TRACK. We believe that it is vital for
this committee to track arms of all types in order to ensure that no illegal trafficking takes place,

to disarm the people of the world of weapons that can severely hurt others unless proper
regulation is in place. We also believe that confidence should be placed in individual
governments, for all resolutions by the United Nations are merely suggestions to each sovereign
nation and it should be up to the individual government to make a plan that best works for them
in terms of regulation of firearms. We also believe that anti-violence and anti-aggression morals
should be regained, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea believes that it is essential for
the world to have a non-aggression, peaceful approach to any major or minor conflicts. In
addition to this, the DPRK seeks the creation of a subcommittee to locate and confiscate any
illegal firearms, as well as suggesting to individual countries better plans for firearm regulation.

II.
Preventing An Arms Race In Outer Space
An arms race in outer space could lead to extremely destructive wars, the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea calls on the United Nations’ first committee to regulate and limit countries'
outer space offensive capabilities. Space arms whilst not currently a large issue and there are no
operational orbit weapon systems, could potentially pose a threat in the future with countries
already using things including but not limited to satellites to keep surveillance on other countries.
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea would like to suggest against the creation of an
orbital weapon system by any country to limit the potential destruction of warring nations that
may possess said capabilities.
The Democratic People's Republic of Korea has not pursued the creation of any orbit weapons
and only uses its space programs for the development of satellites with 2 successful launches
total, one in 2012, and another in 2016. The DPRK is against the ideology of using outer space
as a battlefield or as a threat to other nations, the North Korean National Aerospace Development
Administration (NADA) is dedicated to researching space by means of innovation rather than
warfare and keeping space a peaceful place.
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea does not use outer space technology in an
aggressive or offensive way and suggests that other countries restrict their boundaries to the
same demeanor. We believe that the committee should consider our resolution of blocking
countries from creating orbital weapon systems. We highly suggest that countries check with
each other regularly to make sure that these weapons are not created. If even a single country
begins developing these kinds of weapons it could quickly devolve into an outer space arms race
between two or more nations.

Ⅰ. Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms.
Delegation from: Finland
Represented by: North Olmsted High School

As of 2022 the small arms industry is a global powerhouse, there are over 1
billion small arms distributed globally and over 85 percent of those guns are in
civilian hands. Small arms, as the UN defines it, are weapon that can be used by only
one person and light arms are weapons that are to be used by two or three persons.
The main trait of a small. Light arm is their portability Some examples of light arms
include heavy machine guns, mortars with calibers that do not exceed 100
millimeters, and heavy machine guns. Small arms examples include such weapons as
LMGs (light machine guns), assault rifles and revolvers. They can be made one of
two ways, mass produced by companies or made by artisans (known as craft
production) If the continued proliferation, distribution, and use of these weapons by
bad actors in the world for acts of terror, gender-based violence, and criminal acts this
will continue to be an untenable situation for everyone. Some issues that need to be
solved that have come out of this are closing the gap be tween legal and illegal
markets, creation of a better way to profile gun owners, keep criminals from owning
guns, and reducing the existing stockpile of small arms.

One of the most important NGO that is addressing this topic is the iansa which is a part of
the UN Office for Disarmament Affairs and aims to reduce gun violence by: “supports efforts to
increase global peace, stability, and sustainability by reducing demand for such weapons,
improving firearms regulation, and strengthening controls on arms transfers”, “raising awareness
among policymakers, the public and the media about the global threat to human rights and
human security caused by small arms promoting civil society efforts to prevent arms
proliferation and armed violence through policy development, public education and research
[and] fostering collaborative advocacy efforts, and providing a forum for NGOs to share
experiences and build skills facilitating civil society participation in global and regional
processes; “ Some of the most important resolutions that have come out of this are the Safer
Globe: Nordic Arms Transfer Controls and the Arms Trade Treaty(2015) and Finland has even
supported organizations like UNSCAR(2015-2019) and been to many conferences like ATT
Conference in 2013 and Safer world: Seminar on ATT reporting(2012) Finland is steadfast and
committed in making small arms more regulated and stopping them from getting into criminals
hands. In fact there are about 0.2 gun deaths for every 100,000 in Finland, and more than zero is
more than enough to incur action. Also, our former president has said, “[adults]"should also be
active and see that the rules in real life are also the rules that people have to respect in all
circumstances. We have to follow the situation there." Finland has done much to reduce gun
violence including imposing stricter regulations on gun owners and many leaders have
questioned and suggested banning small arms exports.

One possible solution that Finland has identified in order to reduce the stockpile of small
arms is to start with reducing the number of military weapons because most countries
overestimate what they need for national defense and 38 percent of weapons become surplus.
Another solution that is possible is that in times of war, those guns could be donated to countries
in need like Ukraine, although this could cause problems if those guns are stolen or lost. Another
problem that Finland has already created a solution for is for having a better registration process
and licensing is that they are registered on a per-gun basis and when it is in transport it must be
unloaded and stored in a pouch or case. The last sub-issue is reducing the gap between illegal
and legal gun markets. Finland has been working with UNSCAR and to promote effectiveness of
assistance through monitoring, matching, and coordination of resources.

II. Arms Race in Outer Space

The 1967 Outer Space Treaty proclaims general rules for societal progress in outer space. One of
these rules includes the ban of Weapons of Mass Destruction
n (WMDs) in orbit. Recently, however, more conventional weapons are beginning to be
developed for space usage. The Outer Space Treaty does not speak of these forms of weapon,
and so there is minimal regulation on them. The ability to mandate weaponry that may be abused
out of the planet is highly concerning, and so an updated ruleset and regulation is necessary. We
firmly believe in an avoidance of an outer space arms race.

The absence of a definition on what a “space weapon” is in the OST is a large issue that
is being taken advantage of by countries such as the US and India. The creation of the US’s
Space Force brings concerns involving the potential of galactic combat. Finland has signed and
participated in many acts involving disarmament. Many UN papers on the safety of space and
neutralization of weaponry in space have been signed by Finland. Finland actively supports and
promotes the implementation of international processes against nuclear arms and pushes to help
other countries support them too. Support has also been put towards many central arms control
agreements. Some of these agreements include The Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic
Missile Proliferation, which work to prevent the spread of long-distance missiles, the Chemical
Weapons Convention, of whom prohibit the development and production of chemical-based
weaponry, and the peaceful uses of outer space, an agreement to prevent an arms race in outer
space as discussed in the Geneva Disarmament Conference, along with many others. Finland
also served as the chair of a 2003 UN convention to discuss disarmament and security. The

meeting spanned from October 6th to November 7th and reviewed a total of 54 resolutions.
Finland is very willing to help other countries come to terms with these resolutions on weapon
control.

We would like to see more of these countries pushing the disarmament agenda in hopes
of persuading major nations such as the US to follow. The further neutralization of space
weaponry is desired as well, as it is much more difficult to control. This goal may be achieved by
maintaining a strong stance on resolutions and the Outer Space Treaty and motioning for
conferences to discuss them. Our main hope is to shut down development of weapons designed
for interspace usage, and to keep space a neutral zone for all nations. The guarantees of safety in
the original Outer Space Treaty are a suffixal starting point, but they need to be reformed and
updated for changing technology.

Delegation From: Federal Republic of Germany
Represented By: Mayfield High School
Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
The issues posed for consideration by the Committee of Disarmament and National Security include the
pronouncement of small arms and the deterrence of the future potential for a devastating arms race in outer space. In
the pursuit of these issues and topics, the Federal Republic of Germany supports the safety of all human beings in
respect to nuclear fallout. The Federal Republic of Germany is devoted to the furtherance of the goals represented
hereunder.
Topic A: Regulating the Spread of Small Arms
The purpose of DISEC as a United Nations Committee is to safeguard and uphold the international importance of
security. This can be achieved through numerous ways, but Germany believes the committee should prioritize
regulation of firearms, specifically, regulating the spread of small arms, whose intended purpose is self-defense.
Unfortunately, the amounts of unregulated and unregistered circulation of easy-to-use small arms directly threaten the
peace and progress of the world. As a proud member of the United Nations and the Disarmament and International
Security Committee, Germany pledges to take an active role in the UN Small Arms Process and intends to propose
strict laws regulating the distribution of small arms to ensure the safeguarding of peace and progress of the world.
The Federal Republic of Germany, similar to many other European countries, are famous for their stern and adamant
gun laws. The access to small arms in Germany is controlled by the German Weapons Act, which adheres to the
European Firearms Directive. This law regulates the handling of the possession of firearms and ammunition, as well
as storage, acquisition, merchandising, and maintenance of the firearms. Unlike other countries in the world, the
populace in Germany is allowed to acquire and withhold certain firearms only for competitive shooting and hunting,
with a few exceptions. These exceptions include collectors and firearms experts and the populace who have inherited
firearms. As these groups are exceptions, some laws only apply to them. For instance, firearms collectors and experts,
are required to hold a "red license" that permits them to purchase “allowed” firearms that fit within the parameters of
a mandatory theme (provided by the collectors and experts) and the purpose of the purchase. As for the populace who
have inherited firearms, the possession of such firearms is permitted without a license, however, the populace is not
allowed to possess ammunition for the inherited firearm. Additionally, the parameters for possessing firearms for
hunting and competitive shooting are also very strict, only allowing a certain amount of ammunition and certain types
of guns.
As mentioned earlier, small arms, whose original purpose was for self-defense, are used by the firearm owners in
ways that prove detrimental to the peace and progress of society. Tragic events like the school shootings have made it
apparent that the small arms cons far outweigh the pros. As DISEC aims to safeguard the peace and ensure the
progress of society, Germany proposes to limit the supply the small arms through the implementation of treaties and
global laws that limit countries like the United States, which export over 1.5 million firearms per year. Germany
realizes the level of ambition that this commitment proposes and also realizes that such a feat cannot be achieved
alone. Hence, Germany calls upon the Central and South American countries, like Brazil and Cuba, who also desire
to limit the circulation of small arms, to decrease crime rates and increase the safety of their citizens. Germany also
calls upon the countries who are part of the European Union and the United Nations to also help promote the idea of
global disarmament and to also pressure countries like the United States into decreasing their firearms exports.
Consequently, Germany calls to action through our plan KILL. K in this plan stands for knowledge and education
sought to all individuals at risk of participating in arms distributions on the potential consequences of spreading small
arms to irresponsible individuals. I stand for Intelligence, in terms of allowing governments to use individual
programs that seek actionable intel on small arms spreading and distribution within their respective sovereignty. The

L’s stands for liability, where countries and groups where arms smuggling and distribution are allowed, will be
punished for their crimes against humanity. This plan would help to make the world a better and much safer place.

Topic B: Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
The Federal Republic of Germany is committed to preventing a potentially disastrous arms race in outer space. The
armament of space can theoretically be described as any space-faring object that is intended for harm and destruction
of property or individuals in both Space and on Earth. Furthermore, the Federal Republic of Germany has signed and
supported regulations including the Outer Space Treaty of 1967, the 1979 Moon and other Celestial Bodies
agreement, and the PARIS agreement. These are the few rulings that have been passed. However, there are numerous
others that Germany has accepted but have failed due to other incompliance from other countries. These laws,
however, do provide the basic framework for permissive stances on large arms and anti-satellite technology within
outer space but fail to regulate smaller arms (such as sub-orbital missiles) and other weapons that may not necessarily
cause mass destruction. For this reason, Germany hopes to create a revolutionary new resolution that can be accepted
by multiple parties and prevent the weaponization of outer space (and creating harsh penalties in any case), especially
under current-day tribulations.
Although many nations have signed one treaty or another in respect to territorial aspects of outer space and various
weaponization measures, there are still recursive aggressors to these treaties, including, but not limited to, China,
United States, Russia, and more, who have all been found to test various missile capacities from the limits of outer
space. This can lead to potential conflicts, even in case of accidents, and lead to the death of numerous innocent
civilians.
Germany hopes to further apply the current consideration of the insufficient treaty put forth by the Russian Federation
and China of the PPWT, who somehow dodged the scope of the treaty, yet already have and develop the capabilities
of anti-space defense systems against not only satellite systems, but systems capable of potentially reaching the ISS,
and potentially even other planets. Germany hopes to hold every individual accountable for their spacefaring actions
and promote the free access and use of outer space in the long term, for the socio-economic benefit of all countries.
The basis of space exploration should continue today to be used for strictly scientific purposes, to benefit all of
mankind through the exposition of scientific experimentation.
The best way to do this in the long term is to promote strict measures including complete annihilation of detected
space weapons, strict economic sanctions, and in dire circumstances, complete socio-political isolation of countries or
even war. Although this may sound extreme, DISEC needs to understand that if nuclear weaponry was to be
purposely or accidentally applied from an undetectable environment, such as high orbit in space, lives could be lost in
the millions, and impacted in the billions. Thus, Germany promotes the plan GODSPEED. First, we must leave it in
the country’s own hands to believe in their faith through GOD (or any belief they may hold) and understand that the
potential for losing life can have disastrous consequences on their moral standpoint, in terms of killing other
individuals through a widespread massacre. Next, S in SPEED stands for Safety. All weapons launched must be
authorized by the permission of at least 2 other countries to ensure standards of weaponry, and cause for the use of
weaponry in the case of launching missiles. P stands for protection and peace, where anti-space faring weaponry can
be detected and muttered remotely from the ground, and destroy current weaponry in high or low orbit, and peace for
finding ways to solve their problems without the need for weaponry at all. The Es stand for education because the
world must be the preacher to other countries in respect to the potential consequences of war on not only their
economics but also the physiological and sociological toll it can take on humans. Finally, D stands for disarmament;
all weapons in space must be brought down or responsibly extinguished from space so that they can never be used on
the human race.

Delegation from: Indonesia
Represented by: Rocky River High School
Position Paper for the United Nations Disarmament and International Security Committee
The issues brought before the United Nations Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC)
are: I. Regulating the Spread of Small Arms and II. Preventing and Arms Race in Outer Space.
I. Regulating the Spread of Small Arms
While the issues revolving around disarmament relative to weapons of mass destruction, small arms-weapons designed to be operated by a singular individual--and light weapons--weapons designed to be
operated by a few individuals--have been labeled largely as “second priority” when it comes to urgency of
legislation. Though nuclear, chemical, biological, radiological, and other forms of large-scale arms pose a
very significant threat to international security, it is important not to overlook the impacts that the sale and
spread of small arms and light weapons (SALW) have on governmental stability and public safety. Most
notably, SALW are often illegally distributed to rebel, organized crime, terrorist, and other insurgent
groups. The portable, simple, and relatively easy-to-conceal designs accommodate well to the nature of
arming individuals. Thus, while governmental overturn is necessary and solicited in some scenarios, SALW
directly foster violent methods of change where power is maintained through military strength; because of
this, one oppressive, violent power is replaced with another, and in the process, lives are lost, cities
destroyed, and economies plunged. Though weapons of mass destruction are always present and seemingly
unstoppable threats, SALW are constantly used in every military and non-military conflict to destabilize
international security.
Still, Indonesia acknowledges the necessity of SALW to arming national military forces. This necessity has
only been highlighted given the current climate in Ukraine. So, in order to expand upon and supplement
the Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light
Weapons in All Its Aspects (PoA), the basis of UN guidelines dealing with small arms, there must be
collaboration to keep weapons from the hands of non state-actors. This collaboration cannot be subject to
lobbying from the weapons industry, which serves as a barrier for many countries in enforcing regulation.
Indonesia’s government arms are manufactured mostly by state-controlled and owned company, PT Pindad,
in efforts to resist these outside influences.
Indonesia observes the threat of SALW most prominently at its borders, where illegal trade is poorly
regulated due to sheer perimeter alone as well as other contributing factors. Therefore, Indonesia urges
countries to support regional and sub-regional solutions, especially those that include the strengthening of
customs and border control and cooperative exchange of information between different countries’ law
enforcement agencies.
Indonesia already has in place regulatory legislation for the ownership of arms, and its military has
“standard stockpile management.” Yet, on its own, they fail to effectively capture and dissect the nuances
of the illegal SALW trade--registration and sale, specifically, but also corruption and multitudes of lapsed
permits--making a comprehensive, internationally supported plan for addressing this aspect of the issue

vital. At the same time, Indonesia has nowhere near the domestic issues with gun violence due to SALW
that some countries have; from 2000 to 2010, only about twenty people--mostly police--were killed due to
gun violence from terrorist groups, largely in the post-conflict islands of Maluku and Sulawesi. Thus,
individualized agendas for dealing with illegal weapons trade and acquisition in heavily violent areas must
also be established. The degree of enforcement is variable from nation to nation.
II. Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
The Republic of Indonesia views Outer Space as a frontier of boundless possibilities, such as technological
advancement, new energy sources, and tourism. With that said, Indonesia firmly believes in clearlyestablished regulations and abidance to the Outer Space Treaty of 1967, both of which serve to significantly
decrease the chances of arms race in Outer Space.
Indonesia has participated in space activities--particularly on rocket research and development--since the
early 1960s, during which the National Institute of Aeronautics and Space was created. This agency was
responsible for long-term civilian and military aerospace research, until its recent process of disbandment
in 2021 in order to transfigure into the Space and Aeronautics Research Organization.
Indonesia has enacted its own legislation, Law No. 21 of 2013, with the intent to provide a legal foundation
for currently existing and upcoming space activities. In doing so, the nation has increased self-reliance and
competitiveness, enhanced the implementation of space activities to include welfare benefits, guaranteed
the sustainability of space activities for the safety and security of present and future generations, protected
its citizens from any possible negative effects, and optimized the implementation of international
agreements for the national interest. Past outcomes of international committees have shown Indonesia to be
an early signatory to most treaties, and is associated with the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the
Space Liability Convention, the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space, and, as
mentioned previously, the Outer Space Treaty.
With the rise of increased outer space tensions due to the development of anti-satellite weapons, the
Indonesian delegation maintains that diplomacy and cooperation between nations is essential to ensure that
everyone can benefit from peaceful space activities. Acknowledging national sovereignty, and the
unlikelihood of an agreement completely banning the placement of weapons in space being passed, the
delegation of Indonesia proposes the further enforcement of existing laws and treaties previously set forth
by the United Nations.

Delegation from: Islamic Republic of Iran
Represented by: Vermilion High School
Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
The Disarmament and International Security Committee has ran into the problem of regulating
the spread of small arms, and the prevention of a future arms race in outer space. The
delegation of Iran believes harsher regulation for gun owners to be put into place, with the
mandating of training, and believes the arms race in space if it were to happen would be
detrimental to all, and problems that need to be put to rest before technology advances even
more.
I . Regulating the spread of small arms
The Islamic Republic of Iran strongly believes in the need for strict regulations on small arms
extending throughout the country. Iran is in the top 100 countries for gun ownership in the world
with 7.3 guns per 100 citizens in 2007 and number 21 of 178 countries for the total number of
privately owned guns. With weapons among citizens at this level the responsibility for
regulations and the stop of gun trafficking becomes a greater issue. The reason for this
committee simply falls under the statistics stated, when dealing with numbers like Iran, this
issue must be discussed and debated to create the most beneficial solution.
The level of weapon security and trafficking overwatch that Iran currently has is not enough for a
country in a location with threats all around them. The Islamic Republic of Iran has dealt with
constant pressure from the United States of America over the years and a quiet small military
budget. The problem is the lack of foreign arms trading and building of Iran's military from the
federal government, because of this, the country has resulted to supporting near by terrorist
groups in hope of safety from them, as there are other much larger threats to Iran.
The plan is not to get rid of the privately owned weapons in the country, but to arm more citizens
with the new and improved regulations and licensing. The hope of Iran is to come to an
agreement with multiple nations in hopes of creating a movement to help one another build
safety with the arming of citizens, military progress, and protection from non allied nations. The
main ideal is helping one another and making fair trades that help both countries with military
strength and citizens protection from terrorists, instead of one sided trades that hurt a nation in
need. This can be quite beneficial to help countries who have been under great pressure for
years such as Iran. A stronger and safer region is possible with allies joining Iran.

II . Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
An arm!s race in outer space would be detrimental in many ways and was realized all the way
back in 1967 with the signing of the Outer Space Treaty. This treaty outlawed the stationing of

weapons of mass destruction in outer space, and the militarization of celestial bodies. Iran
signed the document in 1967 hoping the problem would not arise again. This problem has come
back to the United Nations with more and more problems arising this time along with the
possible Arms Race in space.
This Topic is a very significant problem for the delegation of Iran because Iran is only one of
twelve other countries with an active space program able to militarize space, and one of two in
the middle east, the other being Israel. In the past Iran has taken many measures to try and
stop countries like the United States with the militarization of space, and is one of a few
countries who have stuck on the same side since the signing of the Outer Space Treaty in 1967.
If the beginning of an arms race in space took place, Iran knows it would be quickly pushed to
the side, and would be in immense danger caused by the United States and its allies.
The only solution the Islamic Republic of Iran truly sees as an acceptable solution to the
problem would be the formation of a space traffic control initiative. This initiative would force a
country before the launching of a rocket to come forth to a council and reveal the purpose,
destination, and objects contained within the rocket. This will only be put into place on specific
occasions though allowing for needed journeys into space to be taken place, but if a mission
was to possibly look as a threat to a enemy of another country, or to the establishment of a
footing in the arming of space, then the council is to take full responsibility of the project, and
has full control to totally stop the project.

Delegation from: Mexico
Represented by: Jefferson Area High School
Position Paper for the General Assembly First Committee
The issues at hand for the General Assembly are: Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms, and
Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space. Mexico feels that both of these topics are very urgent and need
to be addressed, as they affect every nation in the world. Mexico looks forward to working with fellow
delegations to come up with a resolution to these issues.
I.
Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms
Small arms are weapons that can be easily transported by one person, such as rifles, pistols, or light machine
guns. It is estimated by the Small Arms Survey, a Swiss non-governmental organization (NGO), that there
are over one billion firearms in the world, with the vast majority being in the hands of civilians. In addition
to this, the use of illicit small and light arms leads to a staggering number of deaths, with about 740,000
occurring per year. Of those 740,000, only about 10% happen in areas of armed conflict, showing just how
widespread this issue is. In recent years, the illegal trade of these weapons has expanded vastly. In 2015,
according to the European Crime Prevention Network, there were an estimated 640 million illicit arms in
circulation across the world. These weapons come from a wide variety of sources. Some of them come from
the legal firearms market, but they are stolen. These firearms can be stolen straight from the manufacturer,
or in other cases, groups of people intercept shipments that are being legally traded. On the other hand, with
the enhancement of technology, individuals are now able to 3D print their own weapons, making it even
easier to trade them illicitly.
The nation of Mexico faces a large threat from the flow and trade of illicit arms. With the ongoing War on
Drugs in Mexico, drug cartels in the nation have used illicit arms to attack innocent civilians and
government officials, resulting in over 300,000 homicides since the beginning of the conflict in 2006. The
weapons they use are oftentimes illicit, oftentimes being smuggled in from the southern United States. The
Mexican government has been making strives to end the cartel’s trading and acts of terror on the innocent
civilians. However, Mexico believes that without further aid from the international community, issues like
these will prevail throughout the world.
Mexico would like to propose the MORE plan. The M in MORE stands for monitoring. Mexico feels that
an international database holding the information of gun manufacturers and people who own guns would
be beneficial for ending the illicit arms trade. This database would be for tracking the movement of weapons
across international borders, so that it does not violate the sovereignty of nations. The O in MORE stands
for outposts. These outposts would be placed in regions where arms trafficking is high, such as the Middle
East and Latin America. The outposts would be stationed by INTERPOL, with the purpose being tracking
down and seizing the product of illicit arms traders. Mexico feels that these outposts would, at the least,
reduce the flow of arms through these regions. The R in MORE stands for regulation. Mexico believes that
placing more regulations on the purchasing and production of small arms would decrease the amount of
these arms that are in circulation. With less weapons being created and in circulation, Mexico feels that this
would help slow the arms trading. Finally, the E in MORE stands for education. DISEC would come
together to create an education program to give to all the governments which goes in depth about the arms

trade. The goal would be to educate the masses about the dangers and risks of the arms trade, in an effort
to discourage individuals from participating in it.
II.
Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
When multiple nations attempt to develop and accumulate more weapons than the other nations in the
world, it creates what is known as an arms race. While this leads to the development of many new
technologies, it also leads to an increase of tension in the world. The most famous example of this would
be the Cold War, a decades long arms race between the United States and Soviet Union. With weapons and
technology rapidly changing and evolving, the fear is that this kind of arms race will reappear in outer
space. This fear has been around for quite a while, with the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 being created to
prohibit any nation or entity from placing weapons of mass destruction into Earth’s orbit. However, no true
ground rules for the use of space have been set, and with nations across the globe disagreeing on what they
should be, no progress has been made towards making new regulations. As a result, weaponization of space
has advanced. For example, in 2007, China created an anti-satellite weapon, which could be devastating to
another nation. If no new rules are created soon, weaponization of space will only continue to advance.
Mexico has had a space program since 2010, however, the program is not used for military purposes.
Although Mexico does have the capability to weaponize space, the nation feels that it is better to use the
space program as a way to boost science, technology, and the economy, in Mexico and throughout the
world. The presence of weapons in space only increases the tensions across the globe, along with providing
a risk to civilization as we know it. Mexico believes that if other nations pulled their weapons and focused
on the positive aspects of space exploration, the world would greatly benefit.
Mexico feels that the best way to combat the issue of a space arms race is through the RIB plan. The R in
RIB stands for removal. DISEC, with assistance from the Security Council, would call upon all nations to
remove all weapons they have from space. In addition to this, they would request for the decommissioning
of anti-satellite weaponry, along with anything that could wreak havoc in space. The I in RIB stands for
Interpol. This solution would urge Interpol to intervene and help with the removal of these weapons. In
addition, Interpol would help keep tensions low, until DISEC can come up with a long term resolution to
prevent an arms race in space. Finally, the B in RIB stands for build. DISEC would build on the Outer
Space Treaty of 1967 to create a new legislation that would create a new more detailed set of rules for the
use of weapons in space. Mexico feels that the RIB plan is the best plan to combat this issue, in a hope to
mitigate this problem before it becomes uncontrollable.

Delegation from the Portuguese Republic
Represented by Lakewood High School
Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
The issues presented to the First Committee are: Regulating the Spread of Small Arms and
Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space. Portugal and her people are steadfast in the position
that violence should be prevented in any ways possible, notably with the continued regulation of
the small arms trade and the termination of illegal trafficking, as well as its position that Space
should remain a demilitarized zone occupied solely by research and exploratory operations
which endeavour for the advancement of the whole of the world. The Delegation of Portugal
hopes that the First Committee will come together in agreement on matters concerning these two
very real, dangerous, and critically important issues.
I. Regulating the Spread of Small and Light Arms
The Portuguese Republic, ever since the inception of the United Nations, has strived to ensure
the protection of the global population in any way possible. It is the belief of the Portuguese
people that the most pressing matter to international security is the construction, trade, and
dissemination of small and light arms. We support any and all who seek to secure global peace
and justice through the prevention of violence caused by small and light arms, and hope that the
First Committee will agree unanimously to pursue this goal.
Our most notable success in this endeavour has been through the creation and signing of the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of AntiPersonnel Mines and on their Destruction, which has significantly prevented the spread of
landmines, which cause irreparable damage to life and property internationally wherever present.
In addition to this, we are one of the original signatories of the Convention on Cluster Munitions,
which likewise outlines our commitments and belief that such dangerous and inhumane weapons
should not be used or produced. When it comes to disarmament, our position cannot be more
firmly established. Furthermore, as a signatory of both the Arms Trade Treaty and the Protocol
against the Illicit Manufacturing and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and
Ammunition, Portugal remains entrenched in the belief that the only way to prevent violence is
to restrict the production, sale, and trade of not only small and light arms, but all weapons.
However, in the interest of the issue presented to the Committee, we will focus on the regulation
of small and light arms only.
Portugal hopes that the Committee will be able to reach a strong, internationally-acceptable
solution which will limit the spread of light and small arms both domestically and internationally
in order to guarantee the rights and safety of all peoples, no matter their circumstances.
II. Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
Space represents the final frontier of scientific advancement. As the next generation of scientists
and engineers continue to press forward into the unknown, the threat of weaponization of this
neutral territory remains a constant issue. The Portuguese Republic supports the total

demilitarization of space and the proclamation of its strict neutrality. It is the imperative of the
United Nations to secure peace not only globally, but in space as well.
By 2030, Portugal will have made plans to launch its own space program, and in 2018
formalized this plan internally. With the support of international organizations such as the
European Space agency, Portugal will seek to expand scientific endeavours in space and support
the diplomatic use of outer space in its entirety such as those outlined in the European Union’s
International Code of Conduct for Outer Space Activities. Since the end of the Cold War,
virtually all major nations on the world stage have performed some kind of weapons testing in
outer space, which has heightened fears of war and significantly impacted the threat to world
peace. Portugal, unlike these aforementioned nations, will not be sending any weapons into
space, regardless of the possible threat that others pose. It is the belief of the Portuguese
Republic that a policy of strict neutrality must be established in space to prevent its misuse and
militarization, and that the prevention of an arms race there must be achieved to safeguard the
interests of the global scientific community, as well as the global population as a whole. A
signatory of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and
Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Portugal believes that the
weaponization of space should be prevented at all costs, not just for weapons of mass destruction
as the treaty states, but for all weapons. A member of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses on
Outer Space, Portugal supports the Committee’s goals on stopping the weaponization of space,
including the proposed PAROS Treaty developed by the Conference for Disarmament. Portugal
and her people hope that disputes raised during the last session of this topic in the 2018 session
of the First Committee, which voted no on all four proposed resolutions, can be resolved.
It is the hope of the Portuguese people that the First Committee can come together and pass a
resolution that significantly limits the threat of a weaponized outer space during this year’s
sitting of the General Assembly. Portugal would look favourably upon any action to further this
goal, and goes forward seeking global peace and cooperation on the peaceful, neutral, and
scientific use of outer space.

Delegation from: Russia
Represented by: Avon High School
Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
The issues presented to the Disarmament and International Security Council are regulating the
spread of small arms and preventing an arms race in outer space. Russia has long been a world
leader in gun control, having some of the world's strictest gun laws. We believe age, background
checks, and limitations in types and amounts of guns are the best ways to approach the regulation
of the spread of small arms. In addition, we have also been the world leader in space exploration,
and are deeply committed to keeping weaponry out of outer space.
I. Regulating the Spread of Small Arms
Russia has had strict gun laws for years, however, following a school shooting massacre in 2016,
we acted immediately to make sure something similar would never happen again by
strengthening gun control. Our minimum age to apply for gun ownership is 18 years old, when
an individual can begin to take the required gun safety classes overseen by the Russian
government. Following completion of these safety courses, our citizens must pass a test over gun
safety content, and additionally must pass an in-depth background check in which we check for
evidence of past crimes or any motive to commit a crime. If any evidence of mental illness or
substance abuse is evident, applicants are automatically disqualified. We are very committed
particularly to the mental health of our gun applicants, and we are considering establishing laws
to punish doctors that misdiagnose or mislead our government in medical cases of our firearm
applicants.
Once applicants have passed all courses, tests, and checks, their request can only be approved if
they plan to use the gun for one of the three reasons: hunting, sports activity, and most
importantly, self defense. Russia highly values their constitutional right for authorized citizens to
own firearms for self defense. Although a Russian citizen may own a gun for any of these
reasons, the type of gun they are eligible to buy depends on their reason for ownership. For
example, handguns are only permitted to those interested in sporting events, and the handguns
must be stored at the shooting club. Any rifles with barrels less than 20in long, shotguns that
shoot bursts, and any firearm that has more than a 10-cartridge capacity are strictly prohibited,
regardless of purpose. In addition, no Russian citizen may own more than five shotguns and five
rifles with the only exception being if they are part of a legally-registered gun collection.
Given the expanision of gun control efforts in the past few years, Russia has seen a dramatic
decline in gun-related terrorist activity. Following the implementation of these more
comprehensive laws, we have lessened our gun ownership down to just 3% of our population,
with the average gun ownership being just 1.6 guns per legal owner. Compared to other world
leaders, we have one of the least instances of gun ownership, and subsequently some of the least

cases of gun violence, and therefore urge other countries to follow in our steps to ensure an
ellimination of gun-related crime and terrorist activity.

II. Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
Although we are leaders in space exploration, Russia has never sent weapons into space. It is our
utmost priority that poor relations on Earth be kept out of outer space for a couple reasons. For
one, having weaponry in space provides an extreme and overbearing threat to countries.
Secondly, Russia finds it extremely important that countries are cautious of what and how much
they are putting out into space because we need to limit waste and materials in Earth’s orbit. We
would like to emphasize our position to “limit” materials in space, as we also acknowledge the
importance of technological advances that can be made through space exploration, especially
through the use of satellites.
Because of our commitments to both international security and space exploration, Russia has
long been an active member of the UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(COPUOS). Russia even submitted a draft treaty to this committee in 2008 suggesting a
commitment for member countries to refrain from placing objects carrying any type of weapon
into orbit, installing weapons on celestial bodies, and threatening to use force against objects in
outer space. Member countries would also agree to practice agreed confidence-building measures
that would ensure member countries are following the agreement. In addition, our country’s
leaders have proposed agreements between space powers to prohibit the stationing or weapons in
space and the threat or use of force against other countries’ space technology.
Finally, we would like to put a stop to the harmful and untrue allegations made by other nations
that Russia is performing space weaponry tests. We are deeply committed to the treaties and
policies concerning space weaponry. Other nations recently accused us of performing a weapons
test in space, however, the truth is that we were only inspecting our national satellites using a
small, harmless space vehicle. This inspection that has been questioned by nations merely
provided valuable information about our own technology in Earth’s orbit and the small vehicle in
question has now been safely returned to Russia ground.
We propose a re-establishment of the principles outlined by CORPUS that encompasses the
quick expansion of technology. In addition, we wish that countries refrain from accusing others
of deviating from these rules when there is an absence of evidence and especially if that
country’s commitment to preventing an arms race in outer space is quite clear.

Name/School: Donovan Elder/Saint Vincent Saint Mary
Country/Committee: Turkey/DISEC
Topic: Illicit Trade of Small Arms/Small Arms Prevention
I.

Direction of Small Arms Trade in Turkey and Europe

The nation of Turkey has been a part of the Disarmament and International Security Committee
(DISEC) since its inception in 1945 shortly after World War Two. From 2016-2020 Turkey ranks
13th globally in total arms exports, making up for 0.7 of the total arms exports made globally.
With that, between the same four year period Turkey ranks 20th in nations in arms imported into
the country, making 1.1 of the total global share. The trade of weapons in and out of the country
has caused concern for the growth of both illegal trade within the nation, as well as the chance of
heightened domestic terrorism between the PKK (Kurdish Workers Party)in the Southeast. Gone
unchecked, the issues surrounding the checks and balances of arms trade could fester into
something worse in the coming years for countries around the world due to the chance of extremist
behavior worsening due to the easy access of arms.
Turkey has signed an array of treaties regarding the trade and use of certain weaponry. This
includes BWC which was signed and put into force in 1975 to combat the use of chemical
weaponry. Along with this Turkey has signed the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) which
is focused on preventing the advancement of nuclear weaponry. This convention is yet to be put
into force. Lastly Turkey has supported the Arms Trade Treaty implemented in July of 2013, this
is also yet to be ratified. Many other nations within the UN have made resolutions such as
Resolution 54/54 V that was designed to eradicate the illicit trade of small arms completely. The
ownership of arms has contributed to 15% of homicides in Europe, and 38,300 deaths in the United
States as of 2019 according to the CDC. States with the most lenient gun laws have been
responsible for the most death’s among US inhabitants. Such as Alabama and Louisiana. The
effects of such leniency contribute to gang violence as well as drug related violence. The SUS
(Security Union Strategy) established in July of 2020 has been designed to reinforce law
enforcement against trafficking and improve knowledge on the threat of small arms.
The prevention of small arms is crucial towards the elimination of violent crime and terrorism
within Turkey and globally. This can be done by advocating and recommending advancements in
the national security of borders and the implementation of further resolutions that go more into
depth on recommendations on what to look for. The nation of Turkey believes that arms trafficking
should be regulated in order to preserve the safety of the Turkish population and to prevent further
aggitation of terrorist organizations.

Name/School: JP Rybka/Saint Vincent Saint Mary
Country/Committee: Turkey/DISEC
Topic: Illicit Trade of Small Arms/Small Arms Prevention

II. Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
A fear common to every human on the planet is the reality of a natural or unnatural space
terror raining down unsolicited destruction on the helpless below. As nations and the technology
available to them progresses, the need for regulations to be placed on space arms exponentially
increases as well. The Nation of Turkey dutifully recognizes this need and it is because of this that
we will work very hard in the future with our fellow nations to define and regulate weapons in
outer space.
Over the past half century The Nation of Turkey has solidified itself as a leader in the arms
industry and the exports of said arms. 250 million USD$ have been earned over the past 40 years
from the export of legal arms to other nations in need. These exports include largely conventional
weapons such as, but not limited to aircraft, artillery, and radar systems. Due to this long and
wealthy past with the international arms trade, it is only logical that we have a certain credibility
and stake to the topic of space arms. The Nation of Turkey along with a majority of other nations
believes that certain regulations and outlines need to be created and heavily enforced in order to
prevent future attempts to weaponize outer space. As past actions have suggested, it is a small
minority of nations that oppose these regulations, and as a result we must strive to find a
compromise to guarantee safety and minimize a future space arms race.
In order to bring stability to the international community concerning this issue, we must,
as a group of nations, work together to find a peaceful solution to minimize the potential risks of
a global space arms race. The Nation of Turkey proposes a series of programs to reward and punish
countries that don't respect international space laws, with all respect to national sovereignty. These
programs would function as a regulator of arms to promote international peace between nations
that are willing to comply. This series of programs would respect the national sovereignty of all
nations. In conclusion, the nation of Turkey will work hard to preserve ties to the international
disarmament community while striving to find collaborative and regulative solutions to global
arms issues.

Delegation from: Ukraine
Represented by: Saint Vincent Saint Mary’s High School
Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
The issues that are presently presented before the General Assembly, First Committee, Disarmament and
International Security are Regulating the Spread of Small Arms, and Arms Race in Outer Space. Ukraine
is fully committed to tirelessly working to promote international peace through collective action and
collaboration with all member states.
I.

Regulating the Spread of Small Arms

The spread of small arms is a security challenge that is a constantly increasing security threat to all member
states and their citizens. Small arms are the main instrument of death when it comes to terrorist and
organized crime group activity, civil wars, and other forms of organized violence. Every resident of every
member state is entitled to living in peace and security from threats to their life, liberty, and livelihood, as
detailed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Millions around the world are subject to such threats
in the form of violence due to the penetration of illegal or ill-used small arms into every member state and
community, and no one should have to constantly live with a perpetual threat of violence and death. This
monstrous and inhumane violence has continued despite a myriad of United Nations and member state
actions such as the 2001 Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small
Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects (PoA) and the subsequent International Tracing Instrument, to
address the spread of small arms. The unfortunate, illegal, and life-threatening spread of small arms has
hurt all member states and their citizens for far too long, and it is of the utmost importance for the
international community through international cooperation and action to finally get small arms trafficking
under control to save the lives of millions of people.
To properly address the spread of small arms and to protect the lives and human rights of our citizens and
those of every other member state, Ukraine has enacted adequate and effective legislation within our nation,
creating appropriate structures and procedures to exercise effective and life-saving control over small arms
within our nation. Small firearm licenses are for hunting, target shooting, and protection only. Given the
circumstances today, these small arms have gained new significance and popularity and are now widespread
through Ukraine for protection from our inhumane invaders. While small arms are more widespread through
Ukraine today, Ukraine is still considered a small producer of ammunition and firearms.
The more time that passes without effective international action, the more citizens of every member state
will have their basic rights violated and the more instability and chaos will reign. Effectively regulating the
spread of small arms to achieve lasting peace and proper protection of human rights demands a combination
of short and long-term solutions. One possible solution is for member states to properly educate their
citizens on the dangers of small arms through social and political outreach programs. Ukraine implores all
member states to finally work as one to combat this threat to every state’s national security and every
individual's basic human rights. Despite the ongoing, unjust, and inhumane conflict that we are presently
subject to, Ukraine is tirelessly working to better regulate small arms within our borders and encourages all
member states to likewise protect their people and the international community.

II. Arms Race in Outer Space
The Arms Race in Outer Space stems from the Space Race between the United States and the Soviet Union
in the 1950s as both competed to be the first ones in space and to the moon. Both then engaged in the testing
of anti-satellite systems which triggered the warning of a possible arming of space. Historically the United
Nations has worked to deescalate the nuclear arms race particularly in terms of the growing threat that is
the nuclear proliferation of the arms race in space. The UN has taken an active role in the deescalation when
they first signed The Outer Space Treaty of 1966 which stated that all representative states had the right to
the exploration of space and also recommended that no states place nuclear weapons or weapons of mass
destruction into orbit or on any celestial bodies. Then as a reaffirmation of the 1966 treaty, The Prevention
of an Arms Race in Outer Space resolution was signed advocating for a ban on the weaponization of space
in 1981. Many states believe that the arming of space poses a threat to international security while others
dismiss it in favor of what they consider more urgent planetary issues.
Ukraine has expressed that they did not believe that the recommendation of banning arms in space was
practical in terms of a multilateral enforcement. Ukraine’s government has demonstrated concern for the
issue but also reluctance to adhere to the current propositions that have been presented on the issue. While
Ukraine did sign the Space Treaty of 1967, they were one of four countries that opposed a Russian draft
resolution banning the arms race in space. This may have been a move to align itself more with the West
rather than its former Russian-dominated status. However, Ukraine signed The Comprehensive NuclearTest-Ban Treaty which called for a ban on any nuclear weapons test in space or any other environments in
2001. Given their tense relations with Russia especially after the seizing of the Crimean Peninsula in 2014
and Russia’s current invasion of Ukraine, Ukraine’s attention has shifted to focus on more global issues
rather than those in the stars.
Ukraine’s current political situation is overshadowed by Russia taking Crimea and Russia’s rule in the
Donbas conflict which cost 13,000 lives. Checking nuclear proliferation in space should rank as a chief
objective given that Russia has the world’s largest nuclear arsenal as well as the most powerful military in
Europe. Curtailing the arms race in space will help maintain Ukrainian security and national sovereignty.
Ukrainians, and every other citizen of all other member states, have the right to live in a sovereign state
without fearing takeover both on Earth and among the stars. Therefore the Ukrainian government suggests
a plan that would educate many through an effective education program as well as a plan to stop any
member state from positioning arms that could threaten international security and national sovereignty in
space. This plan would include the modernizing of past actions that have been made in an effort to control
the possibility of the arming of space. However, despite Ukraine’s deep hearted devotion to preventing an
arms race in space and thus protecting the security and national sovereignty of every member state,
international cooperation, accountability and action is essential for an arms race to be prevented and for
international peace and security to flourish. Ukraine wholeheartedly looks forward to the impending
meeting of the General Assembly, First Committee, Disarmament and International Security as an
opportunity to create the necessary international collaboration and action that will ensure that every member
state may be ensured peace and security through no longer living under a perpetual threat of an arms race
in outer space.

Delegation from: the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Represented by: Rocky River High School
Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
As the premier inter-governmental organ on global protection and demilitarization policy, the United Nations
Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC) has been tasked with addressing the issue of
regulating the spread of small arms as well as preventing an arms race in outer space. Being a key member of
DISEC and a major player in the international community, the United Kingdom strives to cooperate and plan
with other nations to address these issues in a manner to create a better life, present and future, for people
everywhere.
I.

Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms

The United Kingdom, like many other nations, recognizes the security threat posed by the proliferation of small
and light arms in the global market. Although they may often be purchased legally and used for legitimate civilian
purposes—such as hunting—the excessive amount of arms in circulation as well as the prolific illegal market
for these weapons, especially in active conflict zones or the world of organized crime, threaten the success of
key UN goals and the development of nations afflicted by gun violence. It is thus the opinion of the United
Kingdom that effective control of small and light arms trafficking and massive reductions in the amount of arms
currently in circulation will be key to wider goals of conflict prevention.
The small and light arms industry constitutes a major component of the global economy. It is estimated that as
many as one billion small arms were in circulation worldwide as of 2020, approximately three fourths of which
were possessed by civilians. Just nine countries export roughly $100,000,000 worth of small and light arms and
related goods such as ammunition; just seven countries import an equivalent value in these weapons. An
estimated eight million small arms are manufactured annually, produced by about half of all nations. The
proliferation of the legal arms trade has fueled the growth of an illegal one, and the majority of trafficked arms
were first purchased on the legal market before falling into the hands of criminals, terrorists, and other armed
groups. Once possessed by such actors, small and light arms are used as instruments of damage and
destabilization, employed to perpetrate serious abuses such as gender-based violence, human trafficking, and
even genocide. The small and light arms crisis is also seriously disruptive to UN peacekeeping and humanitarian
efforts, and can prevent critical aid from reaching countries in need. Thus, the greatest security threats posed by
small and light arms consist of the extraordinary amount of such weapons in circulation as well as their flow into
unstable regions and dangerous groups.
The United Kingdom is a strong advocate of increased efforts to control and regulate the global trade of small
and light arms and has consistently participated in numerous international initiatives and agreements to that end.
The United Kingdom supports the UN Institute for Disarmament Research and its efforts to integrate arms
control as part of a broader conflict prevention policy. The United Kingdom has also signed and ratified the
Arms Trade Treaty, the execution of which is a top domestic priority. The United Kingdom further agrees with
the assessment of the Secretary General’s report on Arms embargoes that any successful embargo, another
potential strategy to limit the flow of weapons into specific regions, must remain flexible in implementation and
strong in enforcement. Finally, the United Kingdom believes that another potential option for regulating small
and light arms lies in the tagging and tracing of weapons stockpiles at all times, from production to sale. To this
end, the United Kingdom reiterates the importance of regional and domestic stockpile management as key to
tracking and ultimately destroying illicit arms and limiting the flow of weapons into the hands of criminal actors
before they can be accumulated.
II.

Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space

As one of the leading nations partaking in the expansion of space activity, the United Kingdom is committed to
the topic of preventing an arms race in outer space. Since the 1950s, space has been used as a middle ground

for the conflicts between many nations. These conflicts are referred to as arms races, when multiple nations
build global tension, by competing to obtain the most weapons. The most common occurrence of an arms race
was the Cold War, when the United States of America and the Soviet Union quarreled for decades throughout
the mid-twentieth century. Though the Cold War officially came to an end in 1989, there is still the fear and
possibility of more arms races quickly occurring, and taking their race to outer space. The debate for the use of
space as a battlefield has been ever increasing, even with the enforcement of the Outer Space Treaty of 1967.
This treaty, currently being implemented as the principles of space, allows for the use of space by any and all
people of the world. Additionally, it strictly prohibits the placement of any weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) into Earth’s orbit. However, this treaty has left much of the regulation of space up for debate, leading
nations such as the United States, China, and Russia to disagree on what laws should be globally enforced to
manage space use. With the banning of only WMD and nuclear weapons in space, the Outer Space Treaty of
1967 has led many nations to construct numerous other weapons for space. Since the early 2000s, for example,
the United States, China, and India, have all been successful in satellite-destroying weapons. While the use of
these weapons were all peaceful, the use of these on another nation’s satellite could be a great deal dangerous.
Therefore, the United Kingdom knows that the regulation of space must be enforced now, as nations will only
continue to build their space militaries.
As space weaponization grows worldwide, the United Kingdom has made the decision to further their space
program with the assistance of their military forces. This decision arises from the global threat of an
international arms race in space. Therefore, the United Kingdom views it as their best interest to produce their
own space weapons, in order to establish their strength and position, and as a way of defense, not offense. In
February 2022, the United Kingdom announced their decision to direct £1.4 million GBP ($2 million USD) of
funding in order to strengthen their military space program. Additionally, the United Kingdom established the
United Kingdom Space Command, a part of the Royal Air Force, in April 2021, which has three goals of
“space operations, space workforce generation, and space capability.” In all, within the last few years, the
United Kingdom has begun to build their space military, in order to establish their role in the weaponization of
space.
While the United Kingdom has taken part in the spread of the militarization of space, they do not completely
support it. At the United Nations General Assembly First Committee in October 2021, the United Kingdom
made a statement to the committee, sharing their plans to form a working group in order to prevent an arms
race in space. The United Kingdom also stated that the factors that could lead to an arms race in space must
also be closely monitored, such as “behaviors, actions, and omissions.” The plan that the United Kingdom
introduced during this assembly was for an Open-Ended Working Group (OEWG) to meet in 2022 and 2023 in
order to discuss a resolution for the prevention of an arms race in space. This is not the only plan the United
Kingdom has come up with in order to combat space militarization. In the 2020 United Nations General
Assembly, the United Kingdom sponsored a resolution that would have United Nations member nations share
their opinions on what space actions they deemed as threatening and acceptable during times of peace. With
this, the United Kingdom believes that the best way to avert any chance of an arms race in space is to simply
expand upon the Outer Space Treaty. If done properly, the United Kingdom believes that this rewrite will
allow all nations to work together in order to establish clear guidelines to be followed in the expansion of space
exploration. The United Kingdom maintains that this topic should not be seen as a polarizing one, but rather as
one that can be resolved through the cooperation of all member nations of the United Nations. Overall, the
United Kingdom takes a strong stance against the weaponization of space, and believes that this
deweaponization will lead to the overall prevention of an arms race in outer space. Yet, as long as there is no
clear resolution, the United Kingdom will continue to advance their research in outer space, for the safety of
their nation and their people.
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Delegation from: The United States
Represented by: Avon High School

Position Paper for the Disarmament and International Security Committee
The agenda topics before the Disarmament and International Security Committee are: (I)
Regulating the Spread of Small; and (II) Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space. The United
States is dedicated to protecting the lack of small arms light weapons trade regulation between
countries. The United States reinforces the limitation of weaponization of Outerspace.
I. Regulating the Spread of Small Arms
The United States of America is in complete support of protecting the right for small arms trade
between foreign countries. Since 2002, The United States of America has sold more than $197
billion worth of weapons and military support to 167 countries. The main conversation
surrounding small arms and light weapons within the United States of America is safety. In the
homeland, a crucial component of creating an effective plan for reducing gun violence. To truly
address this issue, policymakers must focus on the role that small arms and light weapons plan
within enabling this violence. In an effort to find a solution, there have been numerous policies
created to better control the usage of weapons. The National Firearms Act of 1934 is one of
many policies to control the usage of weapons in which it “requires the registration with the
federal government of fully-automatic firearms, rifles, and shotguns.” To include small arms and
light weapons, The Gun Control Act of 1986 put in place the law that placed all “destructive
devices” (including any firearms over .50 caliber).
To preserve alliances, the United States looks upon managing the legal use and obtainment of
small arms and light weapons as a short-term solution. The United States of America recognizes
there is a complexity to regulating the spread of small arms. To solve this critical global issue, all
countries must enforce and practice increased authoritative laws surrounding the topic of small
arms and light weapons. To find a solution the United States of America supports policies
criminalizing illicit manufacture, possession without registration, and trafficking of small arms
and light weapons.
Article 36 of resolutions to regulate the spread of small arms expresses that States should work
toward the introduction of appropriate national legislation, administrative regulations, and
licensing requirements that define the conditions under which firearms can be acquired, used,
and traded by private persons. In particular, governments should consider the prohibition of the

unrestricted trade and private ownership of small arms. With concern for the illicit trafficking of
small arms, the United States of America’s delegation believes that to further regulate the spread
of small arms starts off with strictly regulating the illicit manufacturing and trading of small
arms. With that being said, The United States of America is in full support of the protection of
the lack of regulation of small arms and light weapons.
II. Preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space
The United States of America is committed to further preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space.
The Weaponization of space will lead to the destruction of strategic balance and stability.
National security will be threatened, suggesting another arms race. The United States of America
looks upon the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 as a solution for preventing an arms race in Outer
Space. This treaty bans the stationing of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), as well as
illegalizing military activities on celestial bodies, and thoroughly explains legally binding rules
governing the conflict-free exploration of space.
Starting in 2005, The United Nations General Assembly took on further measures to ensure that
the United States prevented an Arms Race in space. We have approved the resolution on
“Transparency and Confidence Building Measures in Outer Space Activities.” In January 2012,
the United States decided to join with the European Union and other nations to develop an
International Code of Conduct for Outer Space activities. This code of conduct helps ensure the
United States, and other countries, the safety, stability, and security of space by establishing the
responsible use of Outer Space. The United States is in full support of ensuring the protection of
outer space activities but has abstained from further voting procedures for the time being.
While the United States of America is committed to preventing an Arms Race in Outer Space,
we are in support of the 2013 GGE report that states that the “Transparency and Confidence
Building Measures” are at means by which governments can share information with the aim of
creating mutual understanding and trust, reducing misperceptions and miscalculations thereby
helping both to prevent military conflicts and to foster global stability for years to come as we try
to prevent an Arms Race in Outer Space.
In reference to Article 3 of the resolutions of the Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space,
The General Assembly, amongst others in favor of the safety of preventing an arms race,
recognize the common interest of all mankind in the exploration and use of outer space for
peaceful purposes. The United States is in full agreement with resolutions 36/97 and 36/99, along
with resolutions 37/83, 37/99, and 38/70. While it is clear that the Prevention of an Arms Race in
Outer Space is the best solution for the United States delegation, it is crucial to apprehend the
global concerns that an Arms Race in Outer Space is a visitation to approach as an Arms Race in
Outer Space can derange the developments that could further undermine international peace and
security.

Delegation from: Venezuela
Represented by: Jefferson Area Sr High School

Position Paper for Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC)
The issues before the Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC) are: Regulating
the Flow of Small and Light Arms; and the Arms Race in Outer Space. Venezuela is interested in
the prevention of the spread of all arms, whether these arms are on land or in outer space. It
expresses its hope to keep powerful weapons out of outer space, and out of the hands of criminals.
I. Regulating the Flow of Small and Light Arms.
Small and light arms have uncontrollable been manufactured, sold, and possessed illegally
worldwide since the Cold War. Venezuela strongly supports the regulation of the flow of small
and light arms in South America, and in the broader scope of the entire world. Currently,
Venezuela controls the flow of small arms to anyone in Venezuela outside of the military and
police forces. Extending this policy across South America and across the rest of the world is
crucial to cracking down on the illegal trade and possession of small arms. This policy is
currently demonstrated through Venezuela's domestic legislation.
Venezuela restricts the production of small and light arms by manufacturers unless the
manufacturer holds a valid license; worldwide, Venezuela is considered “small” opposed to other
countries regarding gun manufacturing. Following the policies placed upon arm manufacturing
helps to reduce the worldwide stockpiles of arms, and slows the international trade of small and
light arms, both licit and illicit. Placing restrictions on civilian ownership of arms and only
allowing government-backed groups to possess weapons reduces the likelihood of arms falling
into the wrong hands. Venezuela has begun to implement this in recent years, restricting the sale
of arms in stores.
It is crucial for the international community to work together to restrict the illicit flow of arms
throughout the world. Smuggled weapons greatly benefit crime internationally. Such restrictions
benefit almost all of the international community by reducing the possession of arms of criminals
and terrorists, thus making each country a safer place. Due to the Cold War in the mid to late
twentieth century, stockpiles of weapons worldwide, especially in Latin America, have grown.
These exploitative tactics from years ago still hurt national security today. To mitigate this,
Venezuela looks greatly upon a United Nations approved plan to destroy surplus weapons, to
prevent the theft of said weapons. Furthermore, the international community should move to
limit the production of weapons. Doing so, the world would benefit from lesser armed criminals.

Lastly, Venezuela implores every country to consider policies that would limit the possession of
weapons by citizens, while still keeping military and police forces armed.
II. Arms Race in Outer Space.
Venezuela believes the prevention of a worldwide arms race in outer space is needed to keep the
worldwide balance of power, stopping one country from overpowering another with orbital
weapons.
During the 1960s and 70s many agreements were created in order to prevent weaponization of
space. These treaties were to stop weapons of mass destruction from being placed in outer space
but do not ban any placement of other types of weapons. These treaties are a step in the right
direction but insufficient in protecting outer space from the countries that want to place weapons
there. Many UN member states have since formed their own space programs and this makes the
arms race in space a very prevalent topic again. There is a serious threat posed by the thought of
an arms race in outer space and the delegation of Venezuela denounces the idea of bringing
weapons of any kind into space.
Venezuela would like to see all delegations working together to develop a resolution to stop the
arms race in space. It is important to have access to a weapon’s free outer space and create new
treaties to ensure the preservation of this idea.

